August 30, 2016
Hello Reagan Rays Math Champions!
Thanks to a generous sponsorship from our wonderful Reagan Elementary PTA, we are proud to launch our new Fact
Fluency Program! We will be using Math Facts Pro campus wide and we are so excited to get started! Here’s all the info
you need to know to have your student log in and get started. It’s not your typical “timed” fact program. It recognizes how
fast you answer the question, but does not penalize you for taking your time. The faster you answer, the more concrete
the fact becomes. And, after just 5 minutes time, it will show you all the facts you’ve memorized and ones you need to
work on! You can do more than the 5 minutes, but that’s all we’re asking for! It will seem easy at first, and that’s OK! Feel
free to look around the site and read more about it. We had beta testers over the summer and they memorized over 4,000
facts just in 6 weeks. There will be a chart for grade level participation in the main hallway at school, so have your student
check their grade out and encourage their friends to get started! Spirit sticks will be awarded for participation and
achieving goals! Stay tuned for more on that! Now, to the good stuff….
Login instructions:
Go to www.mathfactspro.com and begin login up at the top click on the purple "Student Log-in" button.
"Teacher's Username" is 'rays' (without the punctuation marks), then the student can start typing their name in, and it will
pop down for them to click on, and then they’ll need to put in their password. The password is their last name and the
grade level at the end.
Example Jimmy Smith who is in 4th grade, password would be 'smith4'.
**If your last name has a hyphen, it’s been removed. Example El-Toro, would just be Eltoro. If you have more than one
last name, we used the first one.**
**KINDERGARTNERS ONLY--your password is just your last name, no grade level after it.
Most browsers will run Flash (esp. Chrome), which Math Facts Pro uses. However, Apple mobile devices (i.e., i-Phone, iPod, i-Pad) block Flash, so here is the link on our website for installing Puffin Academy:
http://mathfactspro.com/#/math-facts-pro-on-ipads
Also, this does work on Kindle...please follow this link to make it work on a kindle.
http://fire.wonderhowto.com/how-to/install-flash-any-kindle-fire-0156999/
Login issues: Contact Chris Mauer at chris.mauer@leanderisd.org
Grade Level

# of Questions

Starting Operator

K

30

Addition (+)

1

30

Addition (+)

2

50

Addition (+)

3

50

Subtraction (-)

4

50

Multiplication x10

5

50

Multiplication x12
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